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ABSTRACT

Context. The mechanisms governing planet formation are not fully understood. A new era of high-resolution imaging of protoplanetary disks has recently started, thanks to new instruments such as SPHERE, GPI, and ALMA. The planet formation process can now be directly studied by imaging both planetary companions embedded in disks and their effect on disk morphology.

Aims. We image disk features that could be potential signs of planet-disk interaction with unprecedented spatial resolution and sensitivity. Two companion candidates have been claimed in the disk around the young Herbig Ae/Be star HD 100546. Thus, this object serves as an excellent target for our investigation of the natal environment of giant planets.

Methods. We exploit the power of extreme adaptive optics operating in conjunction with the new high-contrast imager SPHERE to image HD 100546 in scattered light. We obtained the first polarized light observations of this source in the visible (with resolution as fine as 2 AU) and new H and K band total intensity images that we analyzed with the PYPOINT package.

Results. The disk shows a complex azimuthal morphology, where multiple scattering of photons most likely plays an important role. High brightness contrasts and arm-like structures are ubiquitous in the disk. A double-wing structure (partly due to angular differential imaging processing) resembles a morphology newly observed in inclined disks. Given the cavity size in the visible (11 AU), the CO emission associated to the planet candidate c might arise from within the circumstellar disk. We find an extended emission in the K band at the expected location of b. The surrounding large-scale region is the brightest in scattered light. There is no sign of any disk gap associated to b.

Key words. techniques: polarimetric – planet-disk interactions – circumstellar matter

1. Introduction

Our knowledge of the processes governing planet formation will be greatly enhanced by new generation instruments that have recently started operations, such as the SPHERE (Spectro-Polarimeter High contrast Exoplanet REsearch, BEUZIT et al. 2008) instrument at the Very Large Telescope (VLT) and Gemini Planet Imager (GPI, Macintosh et al. 2014). The high-contrast and -resolution images enabled by these facilities will continue the recent plethora of observations of planets while forming. These consist of both the detection of planetary companions still embedded in disks (e.g., Kraus & Ireland 2012; Biller et al. 2014; Reggiani et al. 2014; Sallum et al. 2015) and of their imprints on the natal environment (e.g., Hashimoto et al. 2011, 2012; Quanz et al. 2013b; Garufi et al. 2013). Imaging disk features (such as disk cavities, spirals, and rings) that can be due to the interaction with forming planets is fundamental to determining the framework (and the timeline) of the planet’s formation. Excellent first examples of SPHERE’s capability of imaging protoplanetary disks are provided by Thalmann et al. (2015) and Benisty et al. (2015).

The disk around HD 100546 (B9V star at 97 ± 4 pc, LEVENHAGEN & LEISTER 2006; VAN LEEUWEN et al. 2007) is one of the best laboratories for studying the interaction with forming planets since it hosts two embedded companion candidates. The existence of HD 100546b (hereafter planet b) at r ∼ 50 AU has been proposed by Quanz et al. (2013a), who detected a bright point source sitting on top of an extended emission in the L’ band. This detection was later confirmed by Currie et al. (2014). Quanz et al. (2015) obtained estimates on its temperature, emitting radius, and luminosity, proposing that there is a warm circumplanetary disk. More recently, Currie et al. (2015) have reported detection of emission in the H band at the location of b. On the other hand, the presence of HD 100546c (planet c) has been claimed by Brittain et al. (2013) via spectroastrometric studies of the CO and OH ro-vibrational line emission. These authors ascribed the asymmetry of the OH line profiles to gas emission in an eccentric orbit at the disk wall and the annual CO line variability to a concentrated source of emission orbiting the star in proximity of the circumstellar disk wall at ~15 AU. The latest fit to these variations gives an emitting area of ~0.1 AU2 at r = 12.9 AU (when at orbital phase φ = 6° from the major axis, Brittain et al. 2014). They noted that this emitting area is only slightly larger than the expected size of a circumplanetary disk around a 5 M_j planet at this orbital separation. Fedele et al. (2015) show that the asymmetric profile of the OH lines can be explained by a misalignment of the spectrograph slit with no need to invoke an eccentric gas disk.

An extensive literature on this remarkable protoplanetary disk exists. The large, roughly 45°-inclined disk was first resolved in scattered light by Fantin et al. (2000). Peculiar disk
structures (such as the inner cavity, dark lanes, and spiral arms) have been resolved in scattered light by Augereau et al. (2001), Grady et al. (2005), Ardila et al. (2007), Quanz et al. (2011), Boccaletti et al. (2013), and Avenhaus et al. (2014a). A quasi-coplanar inner disk on (sub-)AU scale has been studied by Benisty et al. (2010) and Tatulli et al. (2011) with near-IR interferometry. A rounded disk wall at 11 AU has been claimed by Panić et al. (2014) through mid-IR interferometry. The disk was also resolved with mid-IR imaging (Liu et al. 2003) and at millimeter wavelengths by both ALMA and ATCA. The ALMA images (at moderate angular resolution) suggest that the large dust grains are mainly located in the form of a ring between the radial locations of planet \( c \) and \( b \) (Walsh et al. 2014; Pineda et al. 2014). Pinilla et al. (2015) modeled these observations and found that if two planets at 10 AU and 70 AU are responsible for confining the dust in the observed ring, then the outer planet should be at least 2.5 Myr younger than the inner planet. Finally, ATCA observations at 7 mm (with resolution as good as 0.15′′) constrained the disk cavity size to be ~25 AU (Wright et al. 2015). Those observations also reveal a horseshoe-shaped concentration of grains at the disk inner edge.

We present the first SPHERE images of HD 100546 in scattered light. The observations reported in this paper consist of high-contrast polarized light images in the visible, as well as total intensity images in the near-IR obtained with the SPHERE subinstruments ZIMPOL and IRDIS. The ZIMPOL observations are the first polarized light images of HD 100546 in the visible and are among the highest-resolution direct imaging data (~0.02′′) of a protoplanetary disk ever obtained. This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe observing conditions and data reduction, in Sect. 3 we present the results from both the ZIMPOL and IRDIS images, and in Sects. 4 and 5 we discuss our findings and provide our main conclusions.

2. Observations and data reduction

HD 100546 was observed in the context of the guaranteed time observations of the new high-contrast imager SPHERE (Beuzit et al. 2008), operating at the VLT in conjunction with the extreme adaptive optics (AO) system SAXO (Fusco et al. 2006). This paper presents the observations performed with the subinstruments ZIMPOL (Zurich IMaging POLarimeter, Thalmann et al. 2008) and IRDIS (Infra-Red Dual-beam Imager and Spectrograph, Dohlen et al. 2008). More IFS (Integral Field Spectrograph,Claudi et al. 2008) observations were taken along with the IRDIS observations (and will be presented by Sissa Spectrograph, Claudi et al. 2008). More IFS (Integral Field Spectrograph, Claudi et al. 2008) observations were taken along with the IRDIS observations (and will be presented by Sissa Spectrograph, Claudi et al. 2008). More IFS (Integral Field Spectrograph, Claudi et al. 2008) observations were taken along with the IRDIS observations (and will be presented by Sissa Spectrograph, Claudi et al. 2008).

Table 1. Summary of observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode (band)</th>
<th>DIT × NDIT</th>
<th>P.C.</th>
<th>( t_{\text{exp}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ZIMPOL/FastPol (R′)</td>
<td>1.2 × 10</td>
<td>24 (15)</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIMPOL/SlowPol (R′)</td>
<td>12 × 6</td>
<td>3 (−)</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 IRDISFEXT (K1K2)</td>
<td>16 × 256 (235)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ZIMPOL/SlowPol (R′)</td>
<td>20 × 6</td>
<td>12 (7)</td>
<td>3360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 IRDIS (H2H3)</td>
<td>16 × 256 (135)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Columns are: number (see text), observing mode (and wavelength), detector integration time (sec) multiplied by number of integrations, number of polarimetric cycles (for ZIMPOL only), and total integration time (sec). Numbers in brackets (for NDIT and P.C.) denote the amount of data used in the final reduction (see text), and the reported \( t_{\text{exp}} \) reflects this selection.

2.1. SPHERE/ZIMPOL

The ZIMPOL observations were performed on 2015 April 23 (Night 1) and May 7 (Night 3) in the \( R′ \) band (\( \lambda_c = 626 \) nm) in differential polarization imaging (DPI). In this mode, ZIMPOL allows polarimetric diffraction-limited observations with very high polarimetric sensitivity. A fast polarization modulator (kHz) provides quasi-simultaneous observations of opposite polarization states, which are registered on the same even detector rows during two consecutive modulation cycles. The charges from the first polarization cycle are shifted to the odd, covered rows and the information about the second state are then collected in the even rows. Furthermore, a half-wave plate (HWP) controls the polarization orientation and permits the observations of a full polarization cycle, consisting of the Stokes parameters \(+Q_r, -Q_r + U_r, -U_r\) (see, e.g., Tinbergen 2005).

All our observations were performed in DPI field stabilized mode. We alternated the object orientation by 60° and dithered its position by 14 pixels on the detector to evaluate any possible instrumental artifacts. During Night 1, HD 100546 was mostly observed in FastPolarimetry mode, which provides the highest polarimetric precision with short exposure time (\( \text{DIT} = 1.2 \) s). Atmospheric conditions were initially challenging because of the transient presence of thin clouds but converged to good conditions later on (with optical seeing varying from 0.9′′ to 2.4′′). During the last observing block of Night 1 and during all observations of Night 3, we operated in SlowPolarimetry (\( \text{DIT} = 20 \) s) and employed a 155 mas-diameter classical Lyot coronagraph. The weather conditions during Night 3 were significantly affected by a strong wind, which resulted in a largely variable seeing (from 0.9′′ to 2.2′′). A summary of the ZIMPOL observations is given in Table 1.

The DPI data reduction follows the technique illustrated by Avenhaus et al. (2014b). This includes the equalization of each pair of quasi-simultaneous polarization states to compensate for possible instrumental polarization. This technique assumes that the star is unpolarized. The astrometric calibration was performed following Ginski et al. (in prep.) by adopting a plate scale of 3.601 ± 0.005 mas/pixel and a detector orientation of \(-1.61° \pm 0.11°\). The final product of our reduction is the pair of polar Stokes parameters \((Q_0, U_0)\)\(^1\). Here, \( Q_0 \) contains the polarized light component tangential to the star on the image plane, and \( U_0 \) provides polarization vectors 45° inclined to the tangential component. For face-on systems only, \( Q_0 \) is equivalent to \( P = \sqrt{(Q^2 + U^2)} \), but it is unbiased (since the signal is not artificially increased by the squares), whereas \( U_0 \) is not expected to contain any signal. In Sect. 4.2 we discuss the validity of this statement for inclined disks. Since the PSF in many exposures was degraded by the high atmospheric turbulence, the final images were produced by stacking a visual selection of best frames (see Table 1). This operation significantly decreased the effective exposure time but also clearly improved the contrast of the final images.

\(^1\) Sometimes referred to as \((P_1, P_1), (Q_1, U_1), \) or \((Q, U)\).
2.2. SPHERE/IRDIS

The IRDIS observations were taken in parallel with IFS. This possibility is enabled in IRDIFS mode by dichroic beam splitters and represents the SPHERE nominal infrared mode (with IFS operating at $Y-J$ wavelengths and IRDIS in the $H$ band). Observations in this mode, with IRDIS working in DBI mode (Dual-band imaging mode, Vigan et al. 2010) with the H2 and H3 filters ($\lambda_c = 1589$ nm and 1667 nm), were taken on 2015 May 28 (Night 4). Furthermore, observations in IRDIFS_EXT mode (providing IFS coverage up to the $H$ band and IRDIS working in the K1 and K2, $\lambda_c = 2102$ nm and 2255 nm) were taken on 2015 May 3 (Night 2). Both runs were carried out in pupil stabilized mode, allowing us to perform angular differential imaging (ADI, Marois et al. 2006). An apodized pupil Lyot coronagraph with 185 mas diameter was employed during both runs. During Nights 2 and 4, the atmospheric structure was good with an average seeing of 0.8″. The individual frame integration times were 16 s, and in total 256 frames were obtained in both $H$ and $K$ bands.

The basic data reduction (e.g., bad pixel cleaning, flat fielding, image alignment) was performed using the SPHERE Data Reduction and Handling (DRH) pipeline (Pavlov et al. 2008). From astrometric reference measurements during the same observing run, we derived a pixel scale of $12.21\pm0.029$ mas/pixel and a true north orientation of $-1.784^\circ \pm 0.129^\circ$ (Maire et al. 2016). Visual frame selection was carried out for both the $H$ and $K$ band data to sort out frames with poor AO correction, leading to 121 frames in the $H$ band and 21 frames in the $K$ band that we disregarded from further analysis. The final selection of frames provides a field rotation of 26.8″ in the $H$ band and of 23.3″ in the $K$ band. A summary of the IRDIS observations is given in Table 1.

To subtract the stellar contribution and reveal the circumstellar material, we used the PYNPOINT package (Amara & Quanz 2012; Amara et al. 2015). PYNPOINT uses principal component analysis to model the stellar contribution in each frame using a basis set of principal components (PCs) that was created from all existing frames. This was done for each filter independently. After stellar subtraction, all frames were rotated to a common sky orientation and mean combined. We varied the number of PCs and the inner/outer radius over which the fit is performed to estimate the impact of these parameters. For the final analysis, we eventually settled on simply mean subtracted images (the main PC) as fitting a higher number of PCs. This led to more flux subtraction and did not reveal any significant additional structure. On the other hand, changing the inner and outer radii of the input images helped to identify features on different spatial scales. In this paper, we present the results obtained with inner/outer diameters equivalent to 0.14″/1.0″ (small scale), 0.5″/1.5″ (medium scale), and 1.25″/5.0″ (large scale).

2.3. Literature data

We also make extensive use of archival data available for HD 100546. We retrieved $H$ ($\lambda_c = 1630$ nm) and $K_S$ ($\lambda_c = 2124$ nm) band polarized light images of the source taken with VLT/NACO in April 2006 and in March 2013 (presented by Quanz et al. 2011; Avenhaus et al. 2014a). We also recover NACO ADI $L'$ ($\lambda_c = 3770$ nm) and $M'$ ($\lambda_c = 4755$ nm) band data taken in April 2013 and published by Quanz et al. (2015). Finally, we make use of Gemini/NICI $K_S$ band images of HD 100546 taken in March 2010 and reduced with the algorithm LOCI (Lafrenière et al. 2007) by Boccaletti et al. (2013).

3. Results

The ZIMPOL $Q_0$ and $U_0$ images resulting from our data reduction are described in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The IRDIS images are illustrated in Sect. 3.3. A comparison between this dataset and the VLT/NACO, as well as the Gemini/NICI images, is shown in Sect. 3.4.

3.1. ZIMPOL $Q_0$ images

Figures 1a and b shows the clear detection of the disk around HD 100546 in the $Q_0$ images obtained on Nights 3 and 1, respectively. The images show a generally complex structure. A signal is detected down to radii as small as 0.08″–0.11″ (depending on the azimuthal angle), which is a factor ~4 larger than the inner working angle of the non-coronagraphic data. Along the major axis, two bright quasi-symmetric lobes lie away from the detection inner edge. Farther out, polarized light with an azimuthally complex distribution is detected at radii as large as 0.6″–1.6″. Radial and azimuthal brightness profiles from the $Q_0$ images are shown in Fig. 2. These profiles are obtained by averaging the counts contained in a resolution element (i.e. 3×3 pixels). Errors are extracted from the $Q_0$ images as the standard deviation of the same box divided by the square root of the number of pixels therein. In this section, we analyze the brightness distribution of the $Q_0$ images. As in previous interpretations (e.g., Quanz et al. 2011), we refer to the region close to the star with no detectable signal as the disk cavity (Sect. 3.1.1) and to the signal at larger radii than the outer disk (Sect. 3.1.2).

3.1.1. Disk cavity

The cavity is elongated along the NW-SE direction, with the major axis lying at ~140° E of N. Along this direction, the inner rim reaches its maximum emission on both sides at 0.13″, but the brightness of the NW side is ~15% lower (see Fig. 2a). Along the SW side (i.e., the disk near side, Avenhaus et al. 2014a), the signal is on average 30% lower and the intensity peaks at 0.10″. This spatial difference is consistent with a circular cavity that is ~40–50° inclined. Along the NE side (the far side), the emission is significantly weaker (a median factor 2.3 lower), but the signal also peaks at 0.10″. However, from Fig. 2a it is clear that the radial profiles along the near and the far sides are different. Along the near side, the slope is similar to the major axis, except for an abrupt decrease at 0.19″. On the other hand, the slope along the far side is much more shallow. Furthermore, a brightness bump is visible from 0.17″ to 0.25″. This bump can be also appreciated in Fig. 1e as a spiral arm (see Sect. 3.1.3).

In Fig. 2b, we show the ZIMPOL radial profile of the inner 0.3″ along the major axis and compare it with the NACO $H$ and $K_S$ band profiles. A small radial offset seems to exist between the two datasets. To evaluate this possible discrepancy, we adopted the technique described by Thalmann et al. (2015). In short, we integrated the flux contained in three-pixel large concentric elliptic annuli, which are obtained from the projection of circular rings ($i = 42°$ and PA = 145°, Pineda et al. 2014). We searched for the largest increase in the integrated flux over two contiguous annuli and considered it as the location of the disk inner edge. In parallel, we also generated a disk toy model with surface brightness proportional to $r^{-2}$ outside of a defined radius and only Poisson noise (quantitatively mimicking the image noise) inward. Then, we convolved the synthetic image with a two-dimensional Gaussian with the full width half maximum (FWHM) of our observations and changed the disk inner edge...
over a discrete range of values to qualitatively reproduce the signal distribution observed along the major axis. Both techniques led to a inner radius of $0.11'' \pm 0.01''$. For consistency, we applied the same techniques to the NACO datasets and found $0.13'' \pm 0.02''$ for both $H$ and $K_S$ bands. Even though the error bars from these estimates overlap, the small offset from the radial profiles derived from the two datasets might be real rather than caused by the different angular resolution of the observations.

We also extracted the brightness distribution along the inner rim (Fig. 2c) by averaging the contribution from a five-pixel-wide ellipse at $0.15''$, obtained by projecting a circular ring by $i = 42^\circ$. We centered the ellipse slightly outside of the intensity peak ($0.13''$) to only include regions with a detectable signal. The location of the main peak matches the major axis. In contrast, the peak to the NW is $\sim 30''$ offset towards N (consistently with the NACO dataset, Avenhaus et al. 2014a). The same amount of offset is found between the intensity peak on the near side and the location of the minor axis.

### 3.1.2. Outer disk

The azimuthal brightness distribution at large radii is highly asymmetric. The NE half of the image (the far side) is significantly brighter than the SW half (the near side). The distribution on the far side seems to also be discontinuous. As highlighted in Fig. 1c, a dark wedge to the E separates two wide bright regions (centered at $10''$ and $120''$). On the near side, a bright wedge

---

2 The elliptic annuli technique may yield different results by changing the adopted inclination and position angle. However, we did not find any relevant difference over a reasonable range of values. The results from the toy model are valid under the assumption that the disk inner edge is sharp, which is not necessarily true (see Mulders et al. 2013b; Panić et al. 2014). However, for the purpose of comparison of the two datasets, this uncertainty is not an problem.

### 3.1.3. Disk structures

No significant substructures can easily be spotted from the outer disk. Only a spiral arm to the NW at $r \sim 0.2''$ can be seen from Figs. 1a and 2a. To reveal any additional elusive features in the disk, we applied an unsharp masking technique to our images. This technique consists in adding a blurred, negative version of the original image to sharpen its details. It has been applied to protoplanetary disks images by, for example, Ardila et al. (2007) and Quanz et al. (2011). The resulting image must be interpreted with caution since although it is sharper, it is most certainly not a more accurate representation of the real disk structure.

An unsharp masked version of the SPHERE $Q_{\phi}$ image was obtained by subtracting the smoothed version (by $\sim 10 \times \text{FWHM}$)
from the original image. Since the noise in the science image is high, we first subtracted the variance over a FWHM from the original image. This operation had the effect of decreasing the signal of the inner regions so as to avoid oversubtraction from the smoothed image and resulted in a much sharper image of the inner 0.5′. Finally, the resulting image has been smoothed by one FWHM. The morphology of the final image strongly depends on the choice of the mentioned parameters. However, some features are visible for a broad range of parameters. As shown in Fig. 1e, these are the inner rim, the spiral to NE, and an arm-like structure to the N. The reality of this last feature, although not necessarily compelling by itself, will gain credence from the comparison with other datasets (see Sects. 3.3 and 3.4).

3.2. ZIMPOL $U_\phi$ images

The $U_\phi$ image resulting from our data reduction is shown in Fig. 1d. This image seems to contain a significant signal pattern. The intensity and the morphology of this signal is not likely to be due to an imperfect data reduction because the equalization of polarization states (minimizing instrumental polarization, see Sect. 2.1) cannot eliminate such a signal, and the crosstalk effect between Stokes parameters (see Avenhaus et al. 2014b) is a minor effect in SPHERE. Furthermore, the spatial distribution of this signal is consistent through instruments and wavebands (see the $U_\phi$ NACO images by Avenhaus et al. 2014a), with a positive signal being diffusely detected to the E and to the W, and with a negative signal to the NW and SW. Both the bright and the dark wedge highlighted in Fig. 1c seem to have counterparts in the SPHERE $U_\phi$ image. However, a ~20′′ offset exists in the azimuthal location of the bright wedge from the $Q_\phi$ and $U_\phi$ images. (It can also be seen in Fig. 2d.)

More quantitatively, the signal in the SPHERE $U_\phi$ image varies from ~20% of the $Q_\phi$ image at 0.2′′ to ~35% at 0.8′′. These estimates are obtained by summing up the absolute values of all counts contained in the respective circular annulus. Similar values are found by comparing the peak-to-peak signal at those radii. We discuss these findings in Sect. 4.2.

3.3. IRDIS images

The IRDIS images resulting from the reduction described in Sect. 2.2 are shown in Fig. 3. We found no significant differences between the $H2$ and the $H3$ bands, as well as between the
**Fig. 3.** SPHERE/IRDIS imagery of HD 100546. Images in the top row are in the H2H3 band, in the bottom row in the K1K2 band. The first three columns are the images resulting from reductions with increasing inner and outer software masks (see Sect. 2.2). Images from the third column have been binned by 2 × 2 pixels. The color stretch scales by 20 from first to second column, and by 100 from second to third, while it is arbitrary between the wavebands. The fourth column is a composite image (H band the top one, H/K the small/large bottom one). The dashed line indicates the disk major axis, while the circles point to planet b from Quanz et al. (2015) and putative c from Currie et al. (2015). North is up, east is to the left.

K1 and the K2 bands. Thus, we only show their combinations (i.e., H2H3 and K1K2, or H and K for simplicity). The overall brightness morphology in the H and K images looks very similar but some minor, though important, differences exist. Different structures are revealed from the reductions with small, medium, and large scales (see Sect. 2.2).

**Small scale.** The main features in the small scale images (first column in Fig. 3) are two bright arms with wide pitch angles (the wings), which are roughly symmetric around the disk minor axis. Signal is detected almost down to the software mask radius at \( r \sim 0.10'' \). A bright knot is visible along the SE arm at \( r \sim 0.14'' \) (PA = 155°) from both wavebands (but it is brighter in H). There is evidence of at least two additional arms to SE with comparable pitch angles. One of these (spanning PA 90°–110°) seems to originate in the bright knot of the SE arm. Interestingly, the spiral arm at 0.2'' (from the DPI data (see Fig. 1e) is not detected, whereas the faint N arm matches the location of the N wing.

**Medium scale.** All arms revealed in the small scale images are also visible on medium scale (second column in Fig. 3). A diffuse enhanced brightness is detected in the K band at PA \( \sim 10° \). On top of this extended emission, a more localized emission spans radii from 0.43'' to 0.47''. Interestingly, the region of extended emission roughly lies at the end of the N arm. We do not detect such enhanced emission in the H band.

**Large scale.** Many bright arms are also detected in the large scale images (third column in Fig. 3). The two clearest detections lie in both images (the S spirals spanning angles 140°–200°). Two additional smaller arms can be seen at PA = 140°, close to the easternmost part of the main arms. Moreover, we detect in both bands two similar features to N (the N spirals that run in parallel from 40° to –20°) and also tentatively two arms that are specular to the S spirals around the minor axis (the W spirals). Any other structure close to the software mask should not be considered significant, since that region is dominated by subtraction residuals, and none of those features persist across different frames and reductions.

3.4. Comparison with near-IR images

Having collected a rich set of data throughout the years from 0.6 \( \mu m \) to 4.8 \( \mu m \), both in polarized light and total intensity, we can obtain insight into both the disk geometry and the properties of scattered light by comparing this image collection. Figure 4 is a selection of the comparisons that we discuss in this section.

Figure 4a shows the brightness distribution in the H band, highlighting the differences between the polarized light (from NACO, in color) and the total intensity distribution (from IRDIS, contours). It is clear that our IRDIS images can trace the signal as far down as the inner rim in polarized light, but that this is slightly azimuthally offset toward the near side. It is also evident how different the two brightness distributions are at large radii, with the polarized light being more distributed over the angles. Nonetheless, neither of the datasets reveal any significant emission from the SW side, and the locations of the bright/dark boundaries are matched very well.

In Fig. 4b, the shortest (\( R' \)) and the longest (\( M' \)) available wavebands are compared. The two bright large-scale wedges observed in the visible (colors) are also evident from the IR NACO data (contours). Particularly good is the match between the bright and dark edge to E. Also worth mentioning is the tentative detection of the spiral at 0.2'' (Fig. 1e) from the \( M' \) dataset.
In Fig. 4c, we show the spatial connection between the N arm spotted from the ZIMPOL image after unsharp masking (colors) and the diffuse emission from the \( M' \) band (cyan contours) surrounding planet \( b \) (Quanz et al. 2015). The same emission from the IRDIS \( K \) band is shown (yellow contours). The arm seems to head to the location of \( b \), and a blurred counterpart of this arm may be seen in the \( M' \) band. A minor radial offset between the emission in the \( K \) and \( M' \) bands seems to exist but requires further investigation. The inset image to the top right is the \( K_S \) band NACO from 2006 (Quanz et al. 2011) after applying unsharp masking similar to the ZIMPOL image. It is clear that the location of the spiral is the same to first order.

Figure 4d is a multi-epoch image of the outer disk region to the S. The spiral arms detected by IRDIS in May 2015 are shown in colors, while the same features imaged by Boccaletti et al. (2013) in March 2010 are shown in contours. No spatial shift is appreciable from the image.

4. Discussion

The interpretation of scattered light images is not straightforward. In fact, many physical and geometrical factors may contribute equally to the final appearance of such images. First of all, dust particles scatter photons anisotropically. This scattering angle distribution (referred to as the phase function) depends on the incident radiation, as well as on the dust size and shape (see, e.g., Min et al. 2012). In addition, scattered photons are also polarized depending on the scattering angle (hereafter the polarizing efficiency). In protoplanetary disks, the scattering angles experienced by the observed photons cannot be precisely determined because of our limited knowledge of the exact disk geometry. Second, the amount of radiation incident on the disk may be strongly affected by the geometry of the system at smaller radii (such as warps or belts in proximity of the star). Moreover, multiple scattering on the disk surface may also have an impact on the scattered light distribution. Finally, instrumental contributions or data processing can also significantly alter the final images.

All this might suggest caution in interpreting the observed features, since very often these may have twofold (or multiple) explanations. In this section we discuss our findings in the context of different possible scenarios, focusing on the inner disk (Sect. 4.1), on the global disk morphology (Sect. 4.2), on the disk features (Sect. 4.3), and on the environment around planet \( b \) (Sect. 4.4).

4.1. Cavity and inner rim

Our results on the disk cavity (from Sect. 3.1.1) support the previous findings in DPI (Quanz et al. 2011; Avenhaus et al. 2014a), which are that the disk around HD 100546 is truncated at roughly 15 AU and that this cavity is consistent with being intrinsically circular. Our data show no sign of offset along the major axis between the center of the cavity and the star, unlike what was found by Grady et al. (2005) with spectral observations (∼5 AU). Along the minor axis, it is harder to claim or rule out any offset because the scattered light distribution from the back side of inclined disks inherently differs from that of the near side.

Mulders et al. (2013b) show with mid-IR interferometry that the disk wall is rounded off over a wide radial range and that this creates a broad surface brightness profile (10 to 25 AU) peaking at ∼12 AU. Our radial profile of Fig. 2a may support this scenario. In fact, the brightness distribution along the major axis is constantly decreasing between the peak at 13 AU and 30 AU. This trend differs from those of, for example, SAO206462 (Garufi et al. 2013) and HD 169142 (Quanz et al. 2013b), where an abrupt decline in the brightness profile is seen outside the intensity peak. However, the exact slope of the brightness distribution at such small radii should not be trusted, because of the PSF smearing effects described by Avenhaus et al. (2014a).

The radial brightness distribution on the near side is very similar to what is seen along the major axis, except for an abrupt discontinuity (almost 50%) at a deprojected radius of 25 AU. This may indicate both a shadowed region or a change in the dust distribution at the disk surface. On the other hand, the profile on the far side is completely different. The shallow slope (clear from Fig. 2a) may suggest that from 0.1″ to 0.2″, our observations (partly) trace the disk wall, which is presumably seen at a ∼45° angle from face-on. Such an exquisite data quality may inspire a later, robust modeling of the inner disk geometry to investigate this scenario.

Another intriguing result is the possible discrepancy between the location of the disk inner edge in the visible (11 AU) and in the near-IR (13 AU). Though marginal, this incongruity may be the result of a gradual increase in optical depth at the inner rim, with disk opacity \( \kappa_1 \) varying with the wavelength. To explore this scenario, we calculated the spectral index \( \beta \) of \( \kappa_1 \propto \lambda^{\beta} \) needed to explain this discrepancy. We imposed the observed 11 AU and 13 AU edges as the \( z_1 \) yielding \( r(z) = \int_{z_1}^{\infty} \kappa_1 dz = 1 \) in the visible and near-IR respectively, for a range of realistic values of \( z_0 \). This exercise resulted in \( \beta \) values spanning from −0.5 to −1.3.
which is consistent with the expectations from (sub-)μm sized particles (e.g., Backman & Paresce 1993). We note that the disk inner edge inferred from the visible dataset matches the location of the bright ring of emission (11 ± 1 AU) claimed through mid-IR interferometry by Panić et al. (2014).

Interferometric ATCA images of HD 100546 (Wright et al. 2015) suggest that the cavity size at millimeter wavelengths is roughly 25 AU, which is more than twice as large as our estimate in the visible. Such a large discrepancy is a probable indication of the different behavior of μm- and mm-sized dust grains in gapped disks. In fact, many authors have shown that a pressure bump at the disk inner edge may act as a filter, allowing grains smaller than a certain size to drift inward but efficiently trapping larger grains (e.g., Rice et al. 2006; Brauer et al. 2008; Dong et al. 2012). Pinilla et al. (2012) have shown that two distinct cavity sizes are expected from the interaction of a disk with a planet, one for the gas (closer to the companion) and one for the millimeter particles farther out.

This morphology has been observed in a number of disks by comparing scattered light images (tracing μm-sized grains that are coupled to the gas well) and millimeter interferometric images (e.g., Garufi et al. 2013; Tsukagoshi et al. 2014; Follette et al. 2015). More specifically, de Juan Ovelar et al. (2013) simulated visible and millimeter images of disks with a cavity carved by planets with different masses and orbital radii. Their results provide a fitting function to relate the visible/millimetre cavity size ratio at different radii with the planet mass. In the case of HD 100546, this ratio is observed to be ~0.5. Extending their results to r < 10 AU, one finds that a companion responsible for this dust differentiation should be more massive than 15 $M_{\text{Jup}}$. Adopting an analytic solution to this difference as in Garufi et al. (2013) (after the model by Pinilla et al. 2012) leads to an even higher lower limit (~40 $M_{\text{Jup}}$). Similar values were estimated by Mulders et al. (2013b) from the aforementioned shape of the disk wall and by Pinilla et al. (2015) by modeling ALMA observations. The scenario where multiple planets contribute to sculpt the disk and to differentiate the dust grains, though a valid explanation, has not been extensively studied because of the degeneracies introduced.

Given these considerations, the potential companion c associated with the compact CO emission by Brittain et al. (2013) is unlikely to be the (unique) cause of the observed cavity. From Fig. 2b, it is clear that such an object would lie within the μm-sized particles halo, disfavoring a scenario where these particles are retained at 11 AU because of the interaction with this object. Furthermore, the size of this CO emission would be associated with a planet with a relatively low mass (~5 $M_{\text{Jup}}$, Brittain et al. 2014), which is not consistent with the large cavity size nor with the observed μm-mm dust differentiation in the framework of the current models. An intriguing possibility is that this object is actually a consequence of the observed cavity, since the accumulation of material is favored by the pressure bump at the disk inner edge (e.g., Pinilla et al. 2012).

One would be tempted to relate the location of c in May 2015 (see Fig. 1e) to both the increased brightness of the SE side of the rim and the possible starting point of the main spiral. However, these associations may be fortuitous since both features were morphologically similar in the NACO dataset from April 2006 (Avenhaus et al. 2014a, see also Sect. 4.3), when the companion candidate was orbiting at angles close to N (Brittain et al. 2013). Recent H band images of HD 100546 suggest the putative detection of c at angles of 150° (Currie et al. 2015). The location of this detection roughly matches the bright knot of the SE arm from the IRDIS images at the convergence of another arm (see bottom right panel of Fig. 3). However, the morphological similarity with the NW arm (both in brightness and symmetry around the minor axis) and the absence of such a knot in the K band images may suggest that the signal detected at those locations is pure disk emission. This discourages us from further analyzing and interpreting this feature. All in all, our dataset does not firmly reveal the presence of planet c or of any disk feature that may be connected to the interaction with the planet candidate.

4.2. Disk morphology and scattering properties

The complex azimuthal distribution of the scattered light from HD 100546, from both ZIMPOL and IRDIS can only partially be explained by the scattering phase function. In this section, we discuss what other factors may contribute to the observations.

**Q_φ vs. U_φ images.** The presence of some diffuse features of the Q_φ image (like the bright and dark wedges) also in the U_φ images (see Fig. 1d) may cast doubt on their intrinsic existence. In fact, the U_φ parameter has largely been used to determine the noise level of polarimetric observations (e.g., Garufi et al. 2013; Avenhaus et al. 2014a), since by construction it was not thought to contain any scattering information. However, the amount (20% to 35% of the Q_φ images) and the consistency (between different wavebands and instruments) of the U_φ image of HD 100546 brought this view into question. Bastien & Menard (1988) showed that in optically thick, inclined disks, the effect of multiple scattering may lead to significant deviations from purely azimuthal linear polarization. Recently, Canovas et al. (2015) have produced synthetic U_φ images of disks with different inclinations and masses, showing that these images contain a strong signal in disks with $i > 40°$. The morphology of the synthetic images resemble that of HD 100546, with the near side of the disk showing an alternation of strongly negative and positive signal. All this may suggest that multiple scattering in the disk of HD 100546 may act to transfer a fraction of the polarized signal from the Q_φ to the U_φ image and therefore that the presence of features in both images does not necessarily discredit their intrinsic existence.

**Inner rim.** From Figs. 1a and 2c, it is clear that the polarized emission at the inner rim is maximized along the major axis. An analogous morphology is observed in other inclined disks (e.g., Hashimoto et al. 2012; Garufi et al. 2014). This is not surprising because the polarizing efficiency of scatterers is typically maximized for scattering angles around 90° (e.g., Murakawa 2010). It is also clear from Fig. 4a that the (non-polarized) emission from IRDIS is maximized at angles somewhat closer to the minor axis. This indicates that dust grains at the inner rim tend to scatter in a forward direction. However, the net amount of this trend must be small compared to the polarizing efficiency, so as to maximize the polarized light (which is a combination of phase function and polarizing efficiency) along the major axis.

**Polarized light from the (bright) far side.** At larger radii (>0.3°), the polarized emission is predominantly distributed on the disk far side. This morphology can be explained by the disk geometry. In fact, for inclined and flared disks (like HD 100546), the scattering angles experienced by photons from the back side are closer to 90°. However, the high brightness contrast between the near and the far sides and the darkness of the near side also in the IRDIS (non-polarized) images may both suggest backward-scattering particles at the disk surface (see also work by Avenhaus et al. 2014a). Specifically, two brighter regions are clear (at angles around 10° and 120°), and these are also visible in the M′ band (see Fig. 4b). These regions are offset from the major axis by different angles, respectively (52° to N
and 28° to SE). This may indicate a larger disk flaring angle to the N, since higher disk scale heights move the 90°-scattering toward the far minor axis\(^3\). This scenario is consistent with the different brightness of the two regions (with the N being twice as bright) and would also explain why the offset with the major axis increases with the radius (∼10° at the rim and up to 50° for higher disk scale heights). On the other hand, the dark wedge to the E (see Fig. 1c) is too localized to be described by a change in the disk scale height. A possible explanation for this deficit is a shadow. Shadows in protoplanetary disks have been predicted (e.g., Dullemond et al. 2001) and observed \((e.g., \text{Avenhaus et al. 2014b})\). The compact inner dust belt \((e.g., \text{Benisty et al. 2010; Mulders et al. 2013b})\) may be responsible for such a shadow, similar to HD 142527 (Marino et al. 2015).

An alternative cause could be the spiral at 20 AU (see Fig. 1e), whose inner (brighter) portion is azimuthally consistent with the dark wedge. In this scenario, the dark wedge should rotate with the spiral (see Sect. 4.3).

**Polarized light from the (dark) near side.** The dark region to the SW is also a challenge to interpret. This discussion must be related to the interpretation of the bright wedge therein (see Fig. 1c), which is 40% brighter than in the NACO dataset (Fig. 2d). Avenhaus et al. (2014a) suggest that the dark region is the result of a particularly backward-peaked scattering phase function (where photons from this region are scattered by angles as small as 50°–70°). In this scenario, the bright wedge could represent the low tail of a forward-scattering peak, which is typically estimated to be in the range 0°–30° \((e.g., \text{Min et al. 2016})\). These scattering angles are typically not observed in moderately inclined disks. However, a combination of high flaring angle and broad peak of the phase function may enable this in HD 100546. Alternatively, this darkness may also be due to a large-scale shadow. From millimeter observations, Wright et al. (2015) reveal a horseshoe structure lying at the SW disk inner edge and claim that such an accumulation of particles may shadow the outer disk. However, our data trace the dark region down to 20 AU, whereas the inner edge of the millimeter emission by Wright et al. (2015) is measured to be 25 AU. Furthermore, the presence of the bright wedge (highlighted in Fig. 1c) is difficult to reconcile with this scenario. It could be a region of penumbra due to asymmetries in the millimeter horseshoe, but the presence of this bright wedge stretching down to the disk inner rim (see Fig. 2c) disfavors this view. Nonetheless, these arguments do not rule out a shadow cast by the aforementioned inner dust belt.

A good vehicle for solving this ambiguity is to infer whether the presence of the bright wedge \((\text{highlighted in Fig. 1c})\) is difficult to reconcile with this scenario. It could be a region of penumbra due to asymmetries in the millimeter horseshoe, but the presence of this bright wedge stretching down to the disk inner rim (see Fig. 2c) disfavors this view. Nonetheless, these arguments do not rule out a shadow cast by the aforementioned inner dust belt.

A good vehicle for solving this ambiguity is to infer whether the different intensity between the SPHERE \((\text{visible})\) and the NACO \((\text{near-IR})\) datasets is due to the different epochs \((\text{which would favor the shadow scenario})\) or to the different wavebands \((\text{which would suggest a small dependency of the phase function on wavelength})\). Therefore, new near-IR observations \((\text{with, e.g., SPHERE/IRDIS in DPI mode})\) will probably clarify the nature of the dark region.

**Structures in the ADI images.** The brightness distribution from the IRDIS images significantly differs from that of polarized light. From the small and medium scale images of Fig. 3, it appears as a double-wing structure rising from the major axis and arching toward the far side (similarly to the GPI images by Currie et al. 2015). Unlike the polarized light, the region between the two wings \((\text{to NE})\) is dark. To explore to what extent this morphology can be generated by the ADI processing, we have produced synthetic images of HD 100546 in the H band from the model by Mulders et al. (2013a) with Henyey-Greenstein asymmetry parameter \(g\) (Henyey & Greenstein 1941), spanning the range from 0.5 to −0.2. Then, we convolved these images with the angular resolution of the IRDIS observations, replicated and rotated them to reproduce the field rotation of our observations \((\text{see Sect. 2.2})\), and gave them as input to PYPPOINT, which was run with the same setup as described in Sect. 2.2 \((\text{with the small scale boundaries})\).

Some illustrative outputs of this exercise are shown in Fig. 5. It turned out that the ADI processing transforms a continuous brightness distribution into a double-wing structure, with

\(^3\) One can relate the scattering angle \(θ\) to the disk geometry through \(θ = 90° + \sin \left( \angle PA \right) = 1 - \beta\) with \(i\) disk inclination, \(PA\) position angle from the major axis, and \(β\) disk opening angle.
the wings always rising from the major axis and the azimuthal distance between them being strongly dependent on $g$. None of the test models could reproduce the observed morphology. Speculatively, this supports the idea of a strong backward-peaking phase function. However, a deeper discussion is beyond the scope of the current paper. Broadly speaking, this double-wing structure is a new type of feature (see also AK Sco, Janson et al. 2016) that may be recurrent among the observations of inclined disks carried-out with the new generation AO systems. Our exploration has shown that such a peculiar structure may still be interpreted in the context of a disk with an azimuthally continuous brightness distribution.

4.3. Disk structures

Almost all protoplanetary disks imaged so far with high resolution show peculiar features. Spirals (e.g., Muto et al. 2012; Garufi et al. 2013; Benisty et al. 2015) and annular gaps (e.g., Debes et al. 2013; Quanz et al. 2013b; Rapson et al. 2015) are the most intriguing among these structures. However, none of these disks seem to show both types of structures. The disk around HD 100546 only shows spiral arms. Nonetheless, the absence of annular gaps is not less important in the context of planet-disk interaction and is discussed in Sect. 4.4.

The inner spiral arm at $\sim 0.2''$ (see Fig. 1e and Avenhaus et al. 2014a) is evident in polarized light but is not in the ADI images. This non-detection is most likely due to the ADI processing, which tends to cancel out any disk feature with high azimuthal symmetry and to oversubtract flux along the disk minor axis (see Fig. 5). The aperture of this spiral significantly differs from that of all others. In fact, if we define the aperture $a$ as from $r = a\theta$ (with $r$ the distance from the star in arcseconds and $\theta$ azimuthal angle in radians$^4$), this spiral is fitted by $a \sim 0.2$, whereas the other features farther out show $a$ as high as $0.5\sim 0.6$. The most interesting finding about this spiral is the absence of rotation on a nine-year timescale (see comparison with NACO data in Fig. 4c). This is surely not consistent with a Keplerian motion around the star. In fact, a spiral at a deprojected separation of 30 AU from a 2.4 $M_\odot$ star (van den Ancker et al. 1997) has an orbital period of roughly 100 years, which yields an expected rotation of about $30^\circ$ in nine years.

The outer $S$ spirals from IRDIS also show no apparent motion with respect to the detection by Boccaletti et al. (2013) (see Fig. 4d). Given the 5.2 years between the two epochs and a deprojected radius of 120 AU, the Keplerian motion of these spirals projected onto the disk plane is $\sim 1.5^\circ$, which translates into $0.04''$ at those radii. It is difficult to determine the exact precision of our comparison because of the ADI processing. However, a visual inspection of the relative position of the spirals yields no sign of such a shift, since the edges of these features (whose width is on average $0.06''$) match very well for the two datasets.

The explanation for the absence of rotation is not obvious. If we focus on the inner spiral (where the deviation from Keplerian motion is safe), one could try to relate its motion to that of a perturber object at larger radii. In fact, if this feature is excited by a massive object orbiting farther out (see discussion below), the spiral will be locked to the Keplerian motion of such an object. By conservatively assuming that the spiral has moved by less than $10^\circ$ in nine years, this scenario would point toward a perturber object at more than 70 AU. Alternatively, the observed feature may only resemble a spiral arm and instead be a geometrical property of the disk (such as the top of the inner wall) whose appearance in scattered light is, therefore, not supposed to change with time. Analogously, one may be tempted to explain the $S$ spirals with the geometrical properties of the disk. If one gives credence to the $W$ spirals of Fig. 3, the global arm-pattern visible from the near side resembles the wing-structure observed at small radii, with multiple arms symmetric around the minor axis, which arch toward the far side. In this scenario, the $N$ spirals would be morphologically different from the $S$ or $W$ spirals and possibly be in Keplerian rotation. Such an idea can be tested after 2020.

The interpretation of the multiple arms from the IRDIS small and medium scale (left and middle panels in Fig. 3) is also not straightforward. The perfect symmetry around the minor axis suggests that this pattern is connected to the dust scattering properties and to the ADI processing from an inclined disk. As discussed in Sect. 4.2, the morphology of the wing structure can be explained by the ADI processing. It is also nonetheless clear from Fig. 5 that sharp features such as the multiple arms observed from IRDIS cannot be generated from the pipeline. Moreover, the spatial consistency between different PYPOINT runs, different instruments and observing modes reinforce that these features are real, even though their morphology differs from the nominal spiral arms frequently observed from face-on disks (e.g., Garufi et al. 2013; Wagner et al. 2015). Second-epoch observations of these inner features (as early as in 2018) and additional high-contrast ADI images, as well as complementary RDI (Reference-star Differential Imaging, Mawet et al. 2012), images of inclined disks will help unravel the nature of these arms.

A lively debate on the nature of the increasingly observed spirals in protoplanetary disks is ongoing. First of all, it has not been solved yet whether the detection of these features in scattered light reflects an intrinsic change in the dust distribution or properties down to the disk midplane (as proposed for SAO206462 by Pérez et al. 2014; Quanz 2015). Many authors instead favor a scenario where these are due to a change in the pressure scale height (e.g., Juhász et al. 2015; Pohl et al. 2015). Disentangling the spiral morphology is also fundamental to determine their causes. The effects of the gravitational instability (Durisen et al. 2007) on the disk morphology has been studied with hydrodynamical simulations by Dong et al. (2015a), among others, which successfully reproduce the appearance of SAO206462 and MWC758. However, gravitational instability has been disfavored in many specific cases because of the insufficiently massive nature of these disks (e.g., Boccaletti et al. 2013; Garufi et al. 2013), even though the gas mass in these disks is not firmly constrained. Recently, planet-disk interactions have been investigated quantitatively (e.g., Juhász et al. 2015; Pohl et al. 2015; Dong et al. 2015b). Despite the good agreement with the observed brightness contrast of spirals, this hypothesis has difficulty reproducing the observed aperture of spirals (unless planets at very large radii or very high disk scale heights are invoked). Thus, the current framework does not allow us to firmly ascribe the spiral structure of HD 100546 to any scenario.

4.4. Disk interaction with planet $b$

Independent multi-epoch and -filter observations of HD 100546 in thermal IR have revealed the existence of a point source at $r \sim 0.46''$, sitting on top of an extended component (Quanz et al. 2013a, 2015; Currie et al. 2014, 2015). The current interpretation of the point source is thermal emission from a young planet (possibly surrounded by a circumplanetary disk) that is released.
from an effective area with \( R \sim 7 R_{\text{Jup}} \) and effective temperature \( T_{\text{eff}} \approx 930 \text{ K} \) (Quanz et al. 2015). This claim implied the rejection of a scattered light nature for this emission. The absence of a localized brightness enhancement from our ZIMPOL data in correspondence of the planet supports the validity of this rejection. Nonetheless, the large-scale emission around the point source is spatially consistent with our diffuse polarized emission to the N (see Fig. 4b), suggesting that our observed diffuse emission is (mostly) scattered light. A similar feature is detected by Quanz et al. (2015) and Currie et al. (2014) to the SE, and it also matches the diffuse enhancement from ZIMPOL.

Our ADI K band image reveals an extended emission at the location of the \( b \) planet (see mid-bottom panel of Fig. 3). This emission has no equivalent in the \( H \) band, and such a discrepancy is the only significant difference between the two wavebands. This dissimilarity can be explained either by the different optical depth of incident light or by the different extinction experienced through the disk by a local emission. The former explanation implies that the emission is purely scattered light and that a change in the disk morphology occurs between the depths where photons with \( H \) and \( K \) wavelengths are scattered. However, these two surfaces are probably too close to allow such a change. Moreover, the lack of a similar discrepancy between the \( H \) and \( K \) band NACO images by Avenhaus et al. (2014a) casts further doubt on the hypothesis. The latter explanation lies on the assumption that a local source of heat is present at a certain disk depth. This thermal emission would be subject to a higher extinction at shorter wavelength and would thus explain the observed difference. The recovery of this emission might still be possible in the \( H \) band, as shown by Currie et al. (2015). In any case, it remains to be understood whether the \( K \) band detection is actually related to any process of planet formation. A more in depth analysis of this emission, complemented by the simultaneous IFS data, will be presented by Sissa et al. (in prep.).

From the entire dataset analyzed in this paper, any disk interaction with planet \( b \) remains fairly elusive. First of all, there is no hint of any disk gap at the planet location. Based on the local noise of our images, we can rule out with \( 3\sigma \) confidence any brightness discontinuity more pronounced than \( 16\% \). We also integrated the flux from the back side contained in an ellipse passing through \( b \) (obtained consistently with the disk geometry), but we could not infer any discontinuity. The absence of any brightness discontinuity does not necessarily imply the absence of gaps in the distribution of \( \mu \)-m-sized particles, since that sharp, prominent features like spirals and annular gaps are hardly observed in polarized light from inclined disks (see, e.g., Hashimoto et al. 2012; Takami et al. 2013; Follette et al. 2015; Thalmann et al. 2015).

The only disk properties that can be ascribed to the interaction with \( b \) are the polarized light peak at comparable azimuthal angles (see Fig. 2d) and the \( N \) arm highlighted in Figs. 1e and 3. As discussed in Sect. 4.2, the large-scale enhancement of scattered light to the \( N \) is a possible imprint of a diffusely higher disk scale height. This may in turn be due to the hot environment produced by an enhanced disk accretion rate corresponding to a luminous giant planet (as shown by the hydrodynamical simulations customized to HD 100546 by Montesinos et al. 2015). Finally, the spatial connection between the \( N \) arm detected in both ZIMPOL and IRDIS and the planet \( b \) is tantalizing. As discussed in Sect. 4.3, spiral arms are a natural outcome of the planet-disk interaction. However, this arm appears wrapped in the opposite direction of the other spirals and, as discussed in Sect. 4.3, it is not clear yet to what extent this and other arm-like features in our datasets can be due to a combination of dust scattering properties and disk geometry.

5. Summary and conclusions

We present the first SPHERE observations of HD 100546 in scattered light, obtained with the scientific subsystems ZIMPOL (polarized \( R' \) band) and IRDIS (\( H \) and \( K \) bands). Complementary data from previous works enabled us to draw a comprehensive picture of the disk emission from \( 0.6 \mu \text{m} \) to \( 4.8 \mu \text{m} \).

The ZIMPOL images in the visible resemble previous images in the near-IR with the presence of an ellipsoidal cavity, of two bright lobes at the disk inner rim, and of a tremendous brightness contrast between the disk near (dark) and far side (bright). The main findings from the analysis of these images are:

- The cavity size in the visible is \( 11 \pm 1 \text{ AU} \). This is consistent with the estimate from mid-IR interferometry by Panić et al. (2014). This finding implies that the CO emission associated to the planet candidate \( c \) (Brittain et al. 2013) is located within the disk. The marginal difference with the cavity size in the near-IR (13 AU) can be ascribed to the different disk opacity at those wavelengths. The large discrepancy with the cavity size at millimeter wavelengths (25 AU, Wright et al. 2015) is qualitatively consistent with the dust differentiation expected from the interaction with a (yet unseen) giant planet in the disk cavity. The amount of such a discrepancy requires a \( \gtrsim 15 M_\text{Jup} \) mass companion.

- A luminous wedge stands out from the dark side and this is much brighter than seen in previous near-IR images. The cause of this difference may also clarify the nature of the overall darkness. If it is a time-related difference, then the wedge might be a penumbra in a shadowed region. If it is a wavelength-related difference, then we may be tracing the forward peak of an otherwise backward peaking scattering phase function. We favor the latter scenario and entrust the answer to upcoming near-IR images and custom models.

- The spiral arm at \( r \sim 30 \text{ AU} \) revealed by Avenhaus et al. (2014a) does not show any proper motion in a nine-years timescale, inconsistent with being in Keplerian motion. This could either mean that the spiral is locked with the orbital motion of a companion at \( \sim 70 \text{ AU} \) or that it is an azimuthally symmetric feature misinterpreted as a spiral.
– The effect of multiple scattering might be important. This is suggested by the morphology of the $U_b$ images, quantitatively resembling the expectations for an optically thick, significantly inclined disk when this phenomenon is taken into account (Canovas et al. 2015).

The near-IR IRDIS images, analyzed in ADI with PYPOINT, show a complex multiple-arm structure on all spatial scales. In the $H$ band, a bright knot along one of these arms roughly matches the location of the putative detection of planet $b$ by Currie et al. (2015). This knot is not present in the $K$ band. Moreover, an extended emission in the $K$ band is detected at the location of the $b$ planet (Quanz et al. 2013a). Our conclusions on the analysis of these images follow:

– The double-wing structure symmetric around the minor axis can be generated from a continuous disk by the ADI processing. However, the multiple-arm morphology is consistent through different reductions and instruments and is therefore real. It is still unclear whether these features are all spiral arms at the disk surface or marginal anisotropies accentuated by the scattering properties from an inclined disk. Their temporal evolution will provide fruitful insight into their nature.

– The extended brightness associated to HD 100546b is likely a thermal emission originating deep in the disk. The non-detection in the $H$ band (and from all polarized light scenarios) is suggested by the morphology of the $H$ image, quantitatively resembling the expectations for an optically thick, significantly inclined disk when this phenomenon is taken into account (Canovas et al. 2015). Moreover, an extended emission in the $K$ band is detected at the location of the $b$ planet (Quanz et al. 2013a). Our conclusions on the analysis of these images follow:

– The double-wing structure symmetric around the minor axis can be generated from a continuous disk by the ADI processing. However, the multiple-arm morphology is consistent through different reductions and instruments and is therefore real. It is still unclear whether these features are all spiral arms at the disk surface or marginal anisotropies accentuated by the scattering properties from an inclined disk. Their temporal evolution will provide fruitful insight into their nature.

– The extended brightness associated to HD 100546b is likely a thermal emission originating deep in the disk. The non-detection in the $H$ band (and from all polarized light scenarios) is suggested by the morphology of the $H$ image, quantitatively resembling the expectations for an optically thick, significantly inclined disk when this phenomenon is taken into account (Canovas et al. 2015). Moreover, an extended emission in the $K$ band is detected at the location of the $b$ planet (Quanz et al. 2013a). Our conclusions on the analysis of these images follow:

– The double-wing structure symmetric around the minor axis can be generated from a continuous disk by the ADI processing. However, the multiple-arm morphology is consistent through different reductions and instruments and is therefore real. It is still unclear whether these features are all spiral arms at the disk surface or marginal anisotropies accentuated by the scattering properties from an inclined disk. Their temporal evolution will provide fruitful insight into their nature.

– The extended brightness associated to HD 100546b is likely a thermal emission originating deep in the disk. The non-detection in the $H$ band (and from all polarized light scenarios) is suggested by the morphology of the $H$ image, quantitatively resembling the expectations for an optically thick, significantly inclined disk when this phenomenon is taken into account (Canovas et al. 2015). Moreover, an extended emission in the $K$ band is detected at the location of the $b$ planet (Quanz et al. 2013a). Our conclusions on the analysis of these images follow:

– The double-wing structure symmetric around the minor axis can be generated from a continuous disk by the ADI processing. However, the multiple-arm morphology is consistent through different reductions and instruments and is therefore real. It is still unclear whether these features are all spiral arms at the disk surface or marginal anisotropies accentuated by the scattering properties from an inclined disk. Their temporal evolution will provide fruitful insight into their nature.

– The extended brightness associated to HD 100546b is likely a thermal emission originating deep in the disk. The non-detection in the $H$ band (and from all polarized light scenarios) is suggested by the morphology of the $H$ image, quantitatively resembling the expectations for an optically thick, significantly inclined disk when this phenomenon is taken into account (Canovas et al. 2015). Moreover, an extended emission in the $K$ band is detected at the location of the $b$ planet (Quanz et al. 2013a). Our conclusions on the analysis of these images follow:
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